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Authors’ reply

We thank Dr Rupa V., Dr Nagoba B.S. and their colleagues for their
comments on our editorial.1,2 Both the groups generally agree with
our propositions, with Rupa and colleagues suggesting some changes.

Credit for authorship is a balancing act between giving credit to
all those who deserve it versus avoiding the scourge of ‘gift authorship’.
Our editorial recommends credit to all the authors in order to
encourage interdepartmental research and to prevent junior researchers
from being denied their due which Nagoba and colleagues agree with.
Any restriction in this context as suggested by Rupa and colleagues
has a potential for harm—with credit being limited to the senior
authors, who may be in a stronger position to influence their relative
position in the authorship list. One wonders whether in India we have
carried the ‘one size fits all’ approach too far in the name of ‘being
objective’––and whether a subjective decision by a selection committee
based on an individual’s actual contribution (e.g. the volume of work
reported in a paper, the multidisciplinary nature of the work, and the
expertise of a particular author) may be the way forward.

We wish to reiterate that our editorial, written on behalf of the
Indian Association of Medical Journal Editors, focused mainly on
issues related to the publication process, and not on the criteria for
faculty promotions, which is an entirely different debate. However, we
emphasize that credit based on impact factor, as suggested by Rupa and
colleagues, will pose a fresh set of challenges, given that the concept,
application and the potential for manipulation of this measure have
been the subject of widespread critique and debate in the literature.3
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Delhi Medical Council ruling on cross-system practice
by practitioners of AYUSH

The recent Delhi Medical Council ruling1 regarding penalties,
specifically rigorous imprisonment for up to 3 years and/or fine up to
`20 000 for cross-practice by AYUSH practitioners, highlights the
dangers of prescription of medication by unqualified persons. This is
based on the belief that prescribing a drug without an understanding
of the background, concepts and philosophy of the particular system
of medicine and essential details of the therapeutic techniques increases
the risk of harm to the patient. Cross-practice also has the effect of
encroachment by (cross-)practitioners into the professional turf of
practitioners of other systems of medicine. Two important facts to
keep in mind related to this ruling are:

1. Allopathic practitioners should also be discouraged from
prescribing medications and therapeutic procedures in AYUSH
systems. Cross-practice by them is no less dangerous to patients
and other practitioners than is cross-practice by non-allopaths.

2. AYUSH is not one system of medicine. It includes six (or seven, if
yoga and naturopathy are to be counted as two distinct systems)

systems of medicine. AYUSH graduates are trained in distinct
systems and authorized to practise only the systems that they are
trained in. It is unlikely that anyone is qualified in all the systems
under the AYUSH umbrella, and thus authorized to prescribe all the
medications and therapeutic procedures in AYUSH. Penalties
related to cross-practice should apply to a practitioner trained in one
system of AYUSH prescribing another system of AYUSH too.
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Clarification

Our article ‘The Institute of History of Medicine in Bengaluru: A lost
opportunity’ was published in the September–October 2015 issue of
the Journal (Natl Med J India 2015;28:245–9). In that article we had
referred to Major General S.L. Bhatia and Henry Sigerist as being part
of the Bhore Committee. In fact they were not members of the main
committee but contributed to its report as explained below. We give
the following clarification.

Major General Bhatia submitted the memorandum titled ‘The posi-
tion of physiology in the basic medical curriculum’ to the Professional
Education Committee under the category of basic medical education.1

In order to study the health work and services in foreign countries,
six distinguished members in the medical field, from the UK, the
USA and Australia were invited to come to India to assist the
Committee. They were followed by a representative of the Soviet
Government. Henry Sigerist and Joseph Mountin were the experts
who came from the USA.2 Sigerist contributed two articles titled
‘Nurseries in the Soviet Union’3 (which was an excerpt from Sigerist’s
book Socialized medicine in the Soviet Union) and ‘The need for an
Institute of History of Medicine in India’4 to the Report of the Health,
Survey and Development Committee.
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